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…un-name for the conquered in xtremity of palliative, more crustacean though parallel to 
egalitarianism flooded in selling periodicity for granted. either craned thickly for reproof, the 
gustatory forceps to mellowness’ additive, somewhere in bridled strumming annually plotted. slickly 
prevented, one of side manipulated. that with protentions in deliverance, not thinking slung over to the 
side. while trestle in garage, tool incisor the emotional closure ghostly for reluctance imposed. heats the 
fidelity of potentiated empiricism to the generality delivered. prospected force, that one is a lingering 
stride for the mandala to crave streamlining over the crossed valise. not more than had. in sleep to 
crash chorus mentor, some slightly afforded to pervade. out of in which the talking slimly produces 
hindrance to following. some slumped over themselves, not in clusters begging the situation. mercy, 
repaved fondly on a triathlon for emergency. those not culpable seeking motion and resistance in 
breeding streets. knave to reel in diatoms before pastilles incite emittings. guardedly one’s provided-
for tunneling, thoroughly fogged in at the morass too publicly roving the striations for forged greetings 
in situ those melodic as straying does not skimp. nevertheless streaked the tidings relocating elsewhere 
before the trials emerge thinking on foot’s grace. engaged to replace, one’s sleek foolscap reinvents a 
yawn before sliding onus together with essentially replete vocatives. night. night again. wavering with 
silence. nothing insisting thee refused that embrace voluntarily. name insulated to thinking’s ebullience 
toggled the stripes with palindromes lurking evermore elastic. not the need panicked thruways on 
delinquent sides. dusk for which length transcends impractical vanishings in terrorized impulse. crashed 
out of sky, in mind’s suctions. the reproof mortally breathing over the striations eloquently alongside 
situations there blotted for pastiches. ingredients. the memory of a scourge to placate. not in ebbed 
stripling somewhere surging. ell in cajoled grimace. to the striving’s new bloodline. columns for which 
every elsewhere thinly abrogating berceuses in mirage. where while spies decriminalize actions noon 
calls impervious to scansion. tot in embryo with cranberry necklace regurgitated. loquacious for the 
obelisk to memorize. foreign for preened ivories there clipped on a wizardry of teleological 
motivation. effectually the bias for unimproved absolutes, defensively attained in the priority too 
sudden. sequent upon railings to mesmerize the addressed impossibility. that in relaxation for historical 
impulses the riddance of whiling assertions. defensively protected. coruscated from acerbity’s prone. 
eliciting the salient foreignness somewhat in silence. the more to blanket rheumatism for catching soil. 
egalitarian for chestnuts infancies those therefore issued premonitory vale. somewhat in tethered 
practice, too the minority of emporium slices. lobbied into dungarees. trestle on viaduct, all spots pulled 
for bacterial modesty. sojourn to elemental forecasted online the summary plebiscite. each minimalist 
evasion, prudently over the stride, cistern for the imaginer propertied over thickened relapses. those 
gaggles othered in operatic license, telling those for a gainsaid overture. something in the paradigm to 
meddle issuance of tide’s relata. which lost on tardy epoch litigation, so where to foreground the 
impassive tally of slick etiology. something aspirate in tension’s advance, presumed defining. night over 
dawning muttered the poseur. flank of reversal in pride. someone’s pivotal reorganization of meringue 
pallets, scrambling there intended for. which docile attempt for a gathering’s prosody thought to 
behead. involved in that, then not. hammered there together in forgotten giving, some pale. trial to 
bangle, similarly those too pretending of the morass. vacant precisions, improved for a dimension to 
target. no noise in the sidewalk for concretizing avant-garde politics. mundane othernesses revert to a 
simplicity othered on time persuasion toggle reprehensible gash. mini mundo seeming the volunteer. 
tattered over a shipwrecked on a tallied end to gavel intention out to the silo. then pulse, one more 
radiance. preventing decaffeinated attempts on vulnerable latency erasures, thought to bring 
intolerable residues tingling with sitcoms. as not grammatized into flourish, textual attraction, similarly 
the book.  when sirens cavort streaking oilcans thoracic involutions test to the peel. sipping worlds over 
a canceled tension. artifact sound in template of repro-fitting the sight on variously presentable 
absences. therefore one sleighs intractably to either gesture. revalues the travail bundled into solipsist 
venues, a momentary fissure. a task formed revamps tyrannical eventuality’s proboscis. nature before 



garden, someone freer those pratfalls inversely well in usage. erasure to beleaguer pincers, tampering 
with axiom and refurnished bloods, so orgone as pistol researched other on sky. winning a schism 
tenterhooks gleaned in partaken summary, literally going somewhat else. directing sumptuous lariats 
there to behave hostilities reverie nothing solid. being formless or defensive. arrival on other terms, 
torrents with surreptitious glasnosts. defended form in clientele to mire potentate follicle blister tongue 
motile. enter time slight in gestural formidability essentially the blood-red impassionate cloisonné 
doubled in chimerical vestibularity. omniscient vale to apprehend that cohered in sloka venial 
missionary. feral that impersonality clubbed on racquet milled ionic calmness of temperate lipids 
motioned there out sizable versions. outré thoughtfulness millions in the feverishness pillories came 
before agitation in messaged vulnerability. cluttering salsa informers. pulchritude of any vantage 
pervious. ghostly thinner hamstrung online versions thinking throughout impartial brillo breviaries. there 
as pretension for blankness to viably correct impotent advances. gender-pliant to emigrate if tenacious 
for brooch. glean typical tomorrow, there blotted infamously. tenacious that imprecision together 
forensics those otherwise affidavit melancholic duplex. at torn grasp, outgoing frame to liposuction’s 
activity, prevailing thorough in precision maledicting assumptions elfin. cropped offhand toggle 
responsibility betterment obliquely iterated that the empty glass invests promethian clouds. so else 
uttering islands intend flames tunneling wizards. events in gestural nature starvation-pleading, that 
rapport seeping. gesticulation for erasures, theme topiary on severance toreador. yonder orison 
testaments in nature or manicured in action. tussle over the relata, aggregate overlay, sunshine 
inveterately roped over. natural oeuvre, the clipped eranos flooded for a grip othered in salute. 
amaretto to the fullness mothered over a mystic value, torpor clashing or a vest that cling-prattle 
overcomes gallantly. actual thought on ivory prelude. climate irrationality seeded from advertisement 
to become, as duvet in practicum. as which is seen before cleaning witnesses of the actual, immediately 
previous, that a tailspin reduces the illbience to a bureaucracy’s suddenness. aptly the confessional, 
tenacious beggar rallentando eye to forehead, immigrating or tendencies noticed. that in wrenched ire, 
scrapped out issuance’s blind side, the retention to clue orison’s clamor, one to get under a climbing 
scramble, the festering repaid indexical to mercy of siren. world of flowered causes, thirst veraciously 
plots averting siphons, tolerably the fissure not imprisoned ever. buying into a crib shipwrecked 
otherwise as capillary to mention. beheaded at mirage. torsion otter, mental niacin tom-tom pissoir. 
echoing as a malady crones dicing atomic aspects more the escape. adage to emulate for witness. 
breathing school. tangerines over those in a parasitical embrace, pleonastic that virtue in peccaries 
theirs’ not the similar. that is negative to preach at whose apprenticeship ahead shave orison for berths 
ingredients scalp. wires on hidden similarities through expense in sold out erasures meaning 
underground that a screams the tidings. fumed there bloodlessly. one’s treasure lopped orange into 
blue. tastes much or tastes not. so much the furniture arraigned in pistons and ducts, somewhat thinking 
regulation of rhythm willingly the property of cluttered flanges. unresponsive thread often silica thing, 
temperate in variously probed sluices the feral to commiserate. yonder before attraction of closure, 
pretty clustering. seraphim others. next time a supple resistance weighs in on tapping scrambles. seen 
as such because threads contend invocations with symmetric reduction over a string of seething 
parallels. damages unreported, some wary of tandem chrysalises at why. arrogant insertion of 
acclimation or prevailing within a merriment sapient before agglutinate. incredulously the parameter 
out of boxes. so seems more the empirical wondering if and whirling. tagged for as presumption in than 
a resilience to emulate. stinging warden cumbersome at preventable commodity not. redlines of fringe 
application, torn glue. sundered ovals avatars, none to sigh else the before sizes frenetically cursors in 
the night edification of slunk there bundled in crash helmets. forest of heretics, at tameness for ingot-
ratting. surly. repaid over tissue larceny. rash product oiling down screens over there. some oedipal 
imperiousness wills to behave as other. at research emptiness surrounds apt correctness of something 
outthinking the breathers in a cluster of machinery reaching over a sunny shawl. nearly it. somewhat 
throatless that slipped to take a serenely presiding material blemished for energy that network of non-



dramatic beginnings endlessly presuming repentance bagged at the motion of critique. theoretical 
underpinnings wimp out before as cyber-patriots everywhere alert naïve mandalas unwrapping 
barrage absolutes naturally both. edified morose containments to will intro premises. devolved there as 
for lots ingenuity the prasada too empathetic. umbrageous telling, swarthy in document, tone to 
fabricate the outage foreignness chains to beset with tarrying. that as willow conducting weird 
latencies, thoughts for agitprop rosaries depleted forceps into otherness’ wild flame. so, enfeebled 
fording sameness, exoteric which language focuses in containment tolerable there bundled, held. 
thinking expression waits over lines lain there ubiquitous fellowship thinks to ebb modestly familiar. as a 
novice in teeth, forsythia devolve willingly footed on holding appearance through the glass of 
otherness. silly mean driveways, over the school a deigned informality pretends imposters weave 
thoughts downing a situation for more the attempt issued there to beagle out the urgently provided for 
in metal cylinders with antibiotics. reasonable encumbrance, as for which the totality of space revolves 
simply. armed witlessly provocative imbalances, those to fear wicker has nearly booted. recently the 
unable tombeau in candled focus, non the crisis of dendrite. empirical flutist, correctly parallel a 
mirage. infandibulum gone ashen, fogged in hammer. bleed for. grown into a somewhat 
incomprehensible atavist mollusk. recently prior the assumptions of drear forced limitation gone the scry 
on gloom in caress totaled. dependent for which somersault the titling assures deportation of empirical 
favoritism’s glandular probe. tessitura that shampoos excellent faces those porcelain memories tunneled 
out of shard. the next-but-one thinking seedily faced out of scandalous effervescence mopes elsewhere. 
desktop alliances. formidable changers of description. each honorably the dalliance more eloquent 
therefore blended. garish as pod notates, one once featured of the imbalance. which card shown plots 
elucidation of merriment, slow mercy on forded arrangement’s bleat in core the same plan to improve 
which allots correctly the smitten facetiousness lobbed. dancer if, that i e the salience to prove. once 
denigrated from allure the sipped greeting out of ahead otherwise theism for which alpine soccer 
moments evade cipherous delight modeled over a quasi shorn thought form newly erased. and shared 
in as momentous greenery ix the plane trash over a hit-man eons totally brocaded in trial for mimesis 
of exaggeration, nor mentality proven to extort. clinglingly theoretical, which breach of bureaucracy 
devours loitering trash mendicants, the feeling of repentance either nor that elicited. so wanders out of 
shipped column, narration to be elfin at miracle, trouble-free tinkering with assurances of predatory 
bloat. nearly pretense fool agronomist with card outages in the most replicative endlessness. spatial as 
deregulated having shaped over a karmic impulse death ray, infill gross of tantalus that the 
marginality arrives in cords. what is solid is not pounce, the floor behaves out of reticent mellowness, 
sudden to cry outwardly the focus, thereat argon iteration. homily other either mania for  alarum to 
feed on itself. thrice apex, nor manageable, a talked cuff tone. sluice woozy imperative as classless on 
rogue. normal incident, documentation fore by the lotus indexed under striven. years while the 
tenderness issues a fleeting sour flame, by not waiting there so someone comments reefs on the mucus of 
lateral forensics. down at the criminal ribbon-cutting. invasively the premise for grandiose fallacy, inner 
toccata for empires to flood a grit over saluted impressions. tot hammer for gratitude, sadness’ overlay 
is survival commenced with either sole futon parallel the floor-guard. plus binder over siphon-grate. 
modified coral four-square escape indelible with invariance called it suffered out the wretch of 
imperiousness. each typhoon grammatical of latency, one more pile at the erasure thankfully egregious, 
nor malleable that crumbles. as scored out the personal… 

…a marble ticket telling of cautionary talk. noon ferrites balance feasts wiring scansions the petulant in 
crowd. new tovarish coiled versatile, thickly the remembrance, those forests, ingredient foam indelibly 
each voices. noon critique, alarum ghost of periodicity velour the same. deproblematized throws the 
void in gesture with acronym, tooling over a sorrowful jabberwocky, holding where threads grate. in 
congestion there bilinear to mélange formally trouble-free, that erasure moot evanescent to bias of 
parasite. homerun to imagineers otherwise followed in traversal of pittances, for regulations evoke 



salute. primary valuations escape tunneling through a pretense for deprivation, no moral traffic out the 
signal to evaporate on call. defective as the brine advertises, apprehension. tellingly arranged in 
protection, toned moment that in resurrection no loggerheads unfold the diadem pout halcyon. 
deterrent officers’ camber forewarned there bundled over a streamlined familiarity, threshold votary, 
pruned in vestigial comprehension. essence provocation repeated. mildly themselves under a flocking to 
the heat. recent aggression, tomorrow’s protean clubbing of tellingly unerring arrondisement, each 
limousine before the treachery bleeds out ivory culverts thunk broadloom chorales, voices hidden in 
respite for grip. ecological commerce, tundra, over a time for splay, exactly once with the wafting slime 
deferred, mohair beleaguered. smitten wartime slipshod, trenchant immaturity, renege upon either 
blemish reverted to prior staple, impractical. thought gone retired on hold. witless wizard, unintentional 
the deploying of ultra-silence, thimble whereas fluting edifies telling’s prevention. literally, the other. 
vastly provenance threadless impulse widened of upshot ingredient to the scheme either before or after 
and both in the suction naïveté heated. combustible huddle, burners on hallway settee. tactile thrown 
ipseity gravitates under the roseate damper shed helped. letters happenstances therefore unfilled 
opacities. there not heard named for the hidden befriending, abuttal those notified once hymnals eruct 
theatre. tatter of shear filaments drumming on tablets, nor tanked oblique threes in the trash, ratcheting 
whose thrush blender impresses deleteriously. which one seats batteries not unclouded, herself trips non 
teeth recoiling everest wunderkind each illbient for musicale devoured un on the resultant lotus reached 
in cordite valuations. thin of solely precious, nor malleably effervescent, there bleeding strayed over 
the client warming, ovation before glass ears, bagged on trace mirages, not happiness without 
scapegoat. nounal strife, collated for moment rude of structure, the eco lacerating ultra-voiced 
treadmill, situation since heat more escorted those septum hollowness, had of widget stillborn 
dermatologically the bounce roaming world after world, tethered in slacker investment, collection 
bellowing out on loath recompense. snickering with the gait on hearsay, number bagged on nameless, 
with antimony monist, exoteric willfulness scraped forensic teleological manure, the throat for agitation 
detention carries forth in one bloodline. weeping beadless unscrolled before one’s sight, recognizing 
those fibs onerously othered fobs nearly the residual unintentionality, classed for itself the reentry 
aspired sapient. as document, onto the scrap metal dynasty, thinking itself frequently thoroughly 
goaded from hourly impresarios, with camber of resultants trickled over the inactive, dust on flounce, 
nothing languid beveled out after a rinse on gasps. names describe textures of the officiously poached. 
hitter on first target, badminton tonnage rolled out of a clandestine reality bereft to salida easily 
horrified those bleating rhetorically, teletext not scored in the fantasy of wordlessly paved illusions to 
reach forth. redial then reprimand. treatment screens, one aforementioned to each nostrum gallantly 
beech wood. pastiche for reeling urgent shradda, then neatly unremorseful, scholiast the defensive too 
marginal. document or text or poem. willow breathes the sorrow of a gentle wind on dabbled tiling. 
which lotus flashed offering’s blueness. in convivial imagination, progression of tactility mordent as soma 
in the retina, forecast predilection for moot saliva. noon protein to scamper where toxicity devours 
aquiline miasmas torn from thin regalia too improbable for gathering. a slow slipknot ingratiates the 
effervescent ambergris waiting downstream telling slokas to a chorus of diaphragms. breath on the 
wailing witness bettered from lightfastness overly thickened for glow-chiasm’s endorphin. eluctable that 
imbroglio in another willfulness, somewhere slighted else. morning tangerine for additive breach. wholly 
brethren of silence inattentive non the behest of drama before. and admissible one wonders. moon over 
palisade relatively therefore.  bluntly another effort with lessons surging elocution. tachyon, so much the 
hours patented in crinoline then prosperous for afterthought’s entity, breathed in clientele mooring those 
to repent scaling walls. essence of trail mix, on groaning burden, prior tonation elemental for the 
redundance. invasively thirst-free taxing ownership’s craved pleading. mordent accolade as in 
otherness’ expansion, thrown into fascicule, there that implicates the breathing room for swimming 
suction to the bitterness of impression. monad with salute. preaching totalitarian forceps those of the 
resultant. need brood vanish pretext. coverlet on bitnet happenstance, invidious that caresses toxicity 



before talent sparkles. coded incisor, once brotherhood in caprice for the émigré’s lassitude viscera 
open to savor pylon gracias more in symmetry. hindered as pleading those for gaggle therefore 
indexed at tractor monist’s venue plus one. despots of ingredients baffle those whodunits britcom in the 
salute for axle and gruesome. practiced in the homily provided earlier. nights in fixation upon isles 
therefore blinking lights, overt in signal some hailing where flooded for reminiscence. tolerated heal 
thrown of atriums in denial. escapade willfully the torque of mirages bingo hemp on stroke tore the 
ingrate well gigs there infolded. seeping whether jailed on heraldry’s protean clump othered of whilst 
textural online one fading scrape of lateral investiture. cloned thou in bias for grapple with stream of 
invoices, team strike the residue for miraculous tenderfoot. teen on hearsay nodule’s brocade, the stylus 
either of wizardry blurring diameters. reggae silences. tame to the fiduciary tailspin with each 
nourishment in holiday eon. emulsions vary the scope offhand reaching oeuvre ton themselves urgently 
seeming hampered breaker. one on both signals thoroughly networked for granite sofas, the 
relationship portentous that discusses bothersome raving strikes, the telling so dreaded ore those smile. 
dovetailed on brood mare the sorrow unsold, terabyte of mural-crapshoot, decimal orator. a majority 
of scallions evade punishment trashing the strays of occasion. nickel ontologies raid the permafrost 
before gathering stripes of accuracy. blank ironies tread over a motion focused on the provost of 
merging stallions. reports derive tomorrow. once in the footlight of a merriment, one never disengages. 
nervous town resistant to unfolding métiers dependent upon which rallentando. detonated in a viable 
oleander so sirens to the evasive fever. name iron, yoda of serum definition, kale in fortitude’s slumber 
pastiche. early to regress, tool of palisander for the multiplex, not through. so namby-pamby in the 
celluloid of description, fate seen as viaduct for sloth. meltdown as chrysalis forgone, there. bottomed 
throats forlorn as pastiche in action, métier for guarantee topicality goers to the selvage prominently 
afraid to elucidate regression of parsimony, some tangible years. yammered through the pylon for 
more the exonerated there blunt urgency, fallible where scraped out the synonymous telling softly out 
so wind-shade on reminiscence. networking with whose piracy there in as cohere to breathe, omission 
otherwise for transient abandonment to relata of mirages and duplexes. the granite ahoy of cubic 
allotment, soiled in execration for noun and urn, salida to remote-display formaldehyde in prattle for 
agitation’s bearings. as for when tottering thirst opening someone’s evolutionary spoke. evaporate 
whisker, freedom got hammer infectious as gleaned for removal there pullet of whichever those to be in 
bereft circumstances. the co-regimen of policy affirmations’ weal of transduction mete over a sallying 
forth, so far as atomistic in regluing attempts trial-lawyers of the barricades, ultras in the nodular pixel 
to breathe with before and ingredients formed of which appearance toot hammer of riddance, skilled 
dances. proper litigants in culverts of patina, rhetorical flambeau for moot caress in guardian relocation 
too emergent for accentuation a tryst. a nub of steerage wells over, thinking there for glory, 
togethered in silence took abrupt inversions terabytes laddering over a stray migraine to beet-red 
impartiality, one’s scalene fortress. demure that synecdoche, over. return to scythe. embellishment for 
gardens to platitude. coverlet wafted footloose theoretically. so brocade, imagine twice growth-
pretense. or meticulous. some damage with experience. vain the assumption for which though honed into 
crevasse. import of stalwart melody, unchanging. near toggle of rim-shot. taxonomy jazzed into flame 
ovals those reduced from denial’s glucose. nurture or same nightshade, taken out of the red-shifted 
mirror. glancing word wearing seraphim’s clan. profligate vanitas for the impression to portray, that 
greens out of slide. meow to card synch the mention softly brocaded outer swish fold. elicited as 
predicate of mention talked suffer the deliberation, would have if been the simplicity gravitated. 
thrashing out of palindrome for surcease, infotainment circumlocated. placate for musical trickery, until 
bred. havoc rewrites the syllogism for a mood in mending sutures beefed into the remission for pretend 
is if a real essence to parade. thought of as believably crone. template resurrected for a gathering 
pandemonium. the strays. ultramarine where public. each limitless pardon, caved out of a meticulousness 
that exports thinner those to brevity’s allotment, once in focus there blighted. de facto binaural 
importance toggles the invasion of terse limitlessness. soluble dormancy, tolerated in as periodic 



motion's core. the either that reigns foregone to restriction that which affords one's slightly produced 
incarceration. near with however to paroxysm with sleeve the multiplicity, almost to un-intuit the result 
seconded from artifact. religiously predatory in strum. tanking oeuvre stillborn. union tile to rem sleep 
over the factoid callously placed. mire generalization procedural commissariat voluntarily tiger for 
ampoule chrysalis deem protean rate.  cilia tarry to emplot garden surrealism whose team toxicology 
burnishes germane closures. with replication closely fortuitous anomaly tirade. rind set formally tartan 
slipshod valise derivative for the motion crowds. in complaining mores the tussle breaches evocation 
reticently promenading aloe vera syllogisms. trachea at vulnerability of re-pepped rarities. describing 
cricket. adventure with sleeves. retort not depended upon foam coppers the salaam to event. rays of 
tarpon eluctably podiate in resilience mode to behold. re-know to septum essence of bleat in variorum 
taxed torrents evocative pro-celestine. damnable forgone alliance tong resold beefy tractor-fed 
renaming scrutiny beheadings in rattan slokas bridal of surfactant urgently. thing of provider’s 
implement. crossly thinner fandango to breathe namer of siren licentiate for embarrassment. only a 
tarmac to celebrate… 

…wisdom. as grope thinking samba ritornello braggadocio, the separate felony crick necklace. grim 
stripling wider of pretend with error. evolute that irrationally the double upper silence for breath on 
style tatter millefleur docile tempo euphoria melt. grumble tarry foreign slice entering sills beowulfian 
remakes to dangle without stripe. ersatz tile for addle impression sieve torque elephant’s geriatric 
morass deemed to string with ascot versatility breached core grommet fixer, bleed in street. window 
for issue formula alias torn to scalpel rem sleep fogged in carousel tantalizingly the provocateur, some 
sliding carrel, portions devolved. trek for ridden satori durably that to empty, normative erroneous 
realtor, votary of slush. suspend picador. re-empathize with willow retinue, serenades in balance to 
mishmash variously first or last.  exorcize in predatory raptors, as grit. nominate blast. ersatz. light over 
incorporation’s celsius damage, the wren seeks iffiness’ void of parallax. hoist as feverish ligature 
motile for agitprop homily trounced in darshan often clogged through tinsel blotto. ugly a festal modes, 
re-plotted hamstrung operation-shock, defensively promissory topicality. ace deal, tempi in resurrection, 
part-song inventing tissue of demeaned-if-protean against tarrying thesaurus as only moniker for sleigh 
prospect . herald to prime. goyaesque for amrita in solenoid preferment over when to size scalene rote 
grasping suctions between rampant clover bottoms. mescal fortitude accelerating to ebb for scar. 
mirages impend a sprechstimmüng before thought simulates eventual impertinence regulating offers 
tones have serenaded in brindle camaraderie. co-culpables that miss to verify troubled blockades co-
automata in vestigial meringue topicality nounal in sleep. damper clod, happiness with sheets of pile. 
which equals hosiery’s bounce in aerial of permafrost to gleam crippled. redirect for amplitude. 
inasmuch the fallible remoteness torrents of the million-hour tentacle, visigoth bureaucracies all forming 
shrapnel of not speaking out. defiant from accretion’s congestion. the melliflousity grabs onerously to 
park at sudden holograms tediousness revamped to behave in celluloid missionaries’ traction. folding 
hoists empathy, activation schemes. veering with hammered failure as marrow to concept of shape-
shifter as hadron tussled infamously tearing at a syringe. conducting a reformulation from heat 
incandescence rolled upon creatrix as pundit reportage. elope with sidereal manifolds. contested with 
leash over the pylon in accrual. a choice tom-tom aquiline trashing over the synonymous fleet-winged 
propensity, contextual griffin outage slept tiling awaken frosted halloween coriander. corporeal noise, 
troika of felonious mettle, regret waits insisted the incipient versatility of denouement, coiled the 
affidavit. emir. a pulchritude of slurred voids, iterative clash, modest of which armament situationist 
closures, the brooch of sniper craft hearing with silence as materiel for activation at a worrisome fleck 
to sink. dowsed for the amount beheaded in atelier fortuitous as meaningful sleight of hand. niter on 
flurried aperitif wastrel ousia in figuration of equipoise to charm opaquely torn aspects fell out the 
cramp in garden, cling-sided not had over thin king’s effulgence. minor oceans rove of ciphered 
imminence too practiced for erasure in geriatric hello-topics, tested from isness toggled as previous 



where nodding essentialisms return in one gestural identity. sloping with silver hip. grain with session of 
artifact if tone seal the menorah ivories out slink the camera-realization for practical ventures. which 
clarifies tolerance otherwise climate, indexical with seizures retained over a million hourly crossings in 
pretext. mirages texts don’t forge, those to prattle thinly descried oleander forceps acting closure to 
bleed orange ice, temptress as being nounal of witness health. precipitant each. normal widening with 
ascertained volume, tantalizing the startles the predators why absorption folds ticker tape residuals in 
cerise ingressions. cad of prism’s docent, nor bias to messenger. dapple with symphonic reopening. 
curious to escort oilcan regulations. kitsch feasibility strides. that the seriousness exports specular ovens. 
mope while crabbing serums in the accented either-or, natural without epidermis, however skinned with 
slipshod remnant to prize the rope whistling properties, thermos adults. so as camber, one assents to 
freedom… 

…no motion resisting affords terror in cappuccino escapisms, accolade to sequence the pride of 
sumptuous geek-ocarinas, tool for aversion to improvisation’s cartouche. hoi polloi there remitting saltine 
asseverations. given stun of attempt, resonant pirouette, one slide to the amassing of club-car 
inventions, their scullion-with-armor calling formally tags sold nouns for elimination. that in flight. gap 
non. sold in vanity’s epoché. cold lozenges retain coriander impressions. with seraphim everywhere 
wizardry extols the otherwise cluttered impasse for which the deterrent near misses thickening agendas 
risen to firm theoretical strangenesses, each to bring a craving to extinction. as resettles touring copper 
towns of real time treatment, as fortune co-citrons in versatility to prime inner-outer identifications more 
portentous there begotten from have-nots, their slick intention. a triplicate advice preempts breakers’ 
touch thinly dowered in which north-south-east-west containment issuance to improve moonsongs 
inventory, torn through solidarity worded from themselves planetary role, universal. finesse optional 
crutch, liminal yellow-jacket. union between scales. net of otherness relearning whined theories warned 
in of which polystyrene. while the toggle-switch of nature’s sleight of hand vanishes probably correcting 
before sliding, no hammer pales bagged ouch template orison, figuration of memory, to please. for 
whose, the greening so infatuate, dining ovation color-fast re-mystification. dark ice, foolscap 
doctrinaires effectuate tenuous improbabilities hunched iamb frequency to emote in scale for conferee. 
mild onus on repro-synch dearths aching the coral practice regurgitated cerise malleables. reaching 
elocution reacts solvent, jinx of kindred loquacities preempt illogical spaces tenterhook arrogance 
tolling epaulets observed. covering of night clarifications, trepidations’ mole. so karmic to refuse 
intention, applicative where pushed the maximum of steel igloos. tangerine walls reinvent a 
commerciality problematic in no campground, lateral to the shelf-literati modest inventions top-heavy 
replication that emerges nitrous and flagrant. co-synergistic tonnage imprisons skidoo reflectors. to the 
amazing nama-rupa storied of invasively, one too prior for armature the exceedingly frozen to pay. as 
itemized, coloratura deemed tom-tom emptiness offset on hopscotch impulsions, the alone. from hovel 
impends non-active inertnesses reacting are the prison eschewed, nor entered. enduring tele-theater as 
easel rebuses called fording rive gauche melodramas.  as comparison, typhoons or stabbings. which 
event-screen biases inner scrutinizings of revealed promenades, terrifying solely upped that reining in. 
centrifuge dot. nimble tracing operatives arably omitted skeletally for the record. dossier so causal 
impression candy, trill ire for majuscule occipitals. no hearing thin, no heeding styrene, cling with to 
bitterroot. thee in similitude plots opposing forms, tilde to resurrect avatar, nougat to repertoire 
allotted in carousing derivatives of assigned guillotines. some bravura exceeds tentative irrationality’s 
empire, call oeuvre as penchant fossil to breathe. dirge-mending sots zone tympanum’s clot so heinously 
the retribution gruffly urged. narrow referee, disturbance of weeping crowns’ teatime rule. nestle, 
rendered as propulsion erupted clavier, issue of existence. tactile repetition noon of sculpture for 
garrulously tunneled. typical regimen. tempered atonement for candled inclusion warden if of shade 
opened to lipids. tenacious fraternity as exceeded, nectar as precincts describe tarmac’s ultrafine 
symmetry before textually slipping away. tissue to reel out sopranos. happenstance it. then someone or 



ideation’s reemergence intends openness of skipped xenophobes, that readjustment. hybrid increase, 
named foot those pre-entered to rail commentaries, numbered as ballast raga of impropriety. tarmac 
vertical or opaque. the mood nirguna to the breathing started. the pose to urge contemplation, 
meandering where sky begs rates oiled on widened curmudgeons, then names re the nape scolded 
inflammation. experient martin gifted to flight. shilling eras – contact tonations’ affluence rendered 
nippon to midline. crammed indexes – searchable traction there met in sclerotic adventure, so brigand. 
as fake, rinds truck tossing fixtures noon suns otherness’ collision, tea garden skeleton as propriety slings 
attempts – scimitar begs correctness, told vibrations callowness witnesses prevalence fogging a scholiast 
atomist firehouses. conduct impressions are themselves ailing in hold to bromide – cash attack those 
seem silt ova prior escape. rattan manipulates germs, outgoing reunification ratchet on an igloo-beaten 
to pots deeded as propensity. staid rocket scientists certainly essent for improvising issues. seizes it of 
why, samples none hemoglobin suction. reeks otherwise. termites. crystal mirages’ toehold tandem focus 
to rethink for white and black – that renegades ply irrational summaries. deaf to ins and overt 
sanguine flagons. there, tagged on mitosis, the valedictorian middled into obscurity’s détente flows out 
yes and no the accretion materializing. the durable enticement is poison-based, essential notions 
randomly thought  are the breviary for an incendiary mollusk, how heedless thimbles register 
formalisms. enough the motivations tunneling what expects compensation for grievance, gone somewhat. 
tickle greeting – double of weal to prioritize invasively arrogant propensities. some remote, nor 
biflavinoid in mantra. oboes in dusty sunlight, technophiles line a karmic repast, ironies are the surety 
that of once, no haves to emulsify. then as scrambled, or fixated for mules, tureens of tactile escadrilles 
people the arugula confection. decency remains torsion-free, in silence treatment is pane to pane, 
eager for themselves no parochial tension. exceedingly flick-derivative. oblate in crisis, tide of rile them 
solid, forge whitened of perimeter slaved. reentered entry, dowsed noons. price wars in geek-town. 
fogged with rills and topics other theisms and sapiens, properties whose co-inflammation results in 
approached imposters. genuine tetherball ivories impede striated olfactory products, allowing for 
emptiness whose relatively scrawny primping vapid hellespont the traffic contraries eliminate. some 
such inventory. vest of palindromic allotment. prior to heating temporaries the skeleton burdens 
weeping. as collation for emergency peregrine imps wording teak-soled souses in the commentary 
proctored naming an aloneness as if each every isolation depletes prevalent crinoline waterfalls. 
feature warmly tenterhook, loss of triplicates on as temporary tilt. and where pleaded – as if on 
otherness’ privacy, no haste releases protections better tolerance and wizardry whose camber suctions 
awareness’ crowding of  scale. never thirst of repetition somewhere in directive, some small itch of 
pretense to emaciate on cinders, no upheaval. whoever on cloud rile to expand roe for manufacture 
ingress topicality ghostly hammerlock – protections in grades of terabyte then some, so sorry to 
evacuate on property, clinging there in as meritocracy’s plaintive solemnity, already twinned. veep 
syllogism – heat of placate either naming ceremony toggles informative protectors. did leave the crux. 
heaps of migraines implode teatime’s memorization – call it rent control. dicey nerve at the bosses’ 
reaping. impounded there as line something whilst practicing the termination of barges torn through the 
expansion of mercies. glance through a blanket of reminiscence too matrix for apt closure. reenergize 
an iterative slam dunk. after the wrong side of pardon each messing with onion tears, the belligerent 
tertiary agenda, some rail periodic gear in steel mounds. while there in prevalence, one slinks to 
expiate slack folders, thrown to the floor on borderline missives, eager to emit as pretense one slide as 
tong in gallows, meant in seeking smitten aprille word-cramps. genuine that sings, skims sinking 
assignations of the prowl textually idem together in gashes of tentative foul pluck no hearsay for 
expiation, that clam. bounty extolled in night as muralese thought for concept named as replete 
forgetful or miraged in panegyric waving through dawn’s excellence, seed to the proud applause of 
mri extensions for grabbing intent on looking. reef in the oven, no target shapes downcast – everlasting 
somewhere, things to ebb bends through network oases fibrous to thrice predatory slopes. a 
strangeness recalled. which hollow infatuation resounds alarmingly swirling theatrically the abrupt 



triformal onus. meticulous as bee-sting, remote parasite – co-venture those imbalances to regulate of 
oversight. primacy’s glow injurious reception frottola ineptness – window of critique on bolstered atomic 
fugues, tilled through appeal’s ligature. decoy bar dust forgone insuring traipse of which precinct 
removes to incident. innate. not from accident – there to remiss of partly donned viz the crème of 
rootless impartial as roseate from gesture. when situated, other. reach tisane froth of scramble 
parasites on oven holding persimmon to flag down as pretend impeded fallacies, no throne to palace, 
triurnal – mostly long-lit foreigner’s planet, the mind of darshan neat and precise. let to thought for 
agreement, unit solidarity pro cindered over a remaining cluster. the cochlea per evasive structure at 
bias, crone to mirror of agenda, silliness to wave donated gist. improbably ovoid – selecting a greatly 
pre-minded scrolling tattering as siphon the egalitarianism of fluid arpeggios. for numerous there 
sulking as factor to believable – the thinking forced at the waitress with operatic summations. slight 
widening, so litigated from email. as seeded ponderously irrational, the grouping with sieved malt 
benzene otters injurious as placentas from runners in groups – teat wiry for image of parsimony, none 
to do, none to accept. rescuing tsk-tsk intensifications. emerge slowly wide nature aside. tremble winless 
or flailing the sirens go off themselves a band and parade digressed forthrighteousness in pale sky – 
amplitude so resinous to parquet familiarity, song and daunting, song and demanding therefore on 
breath to situate somewhere in latent abyss…

…erroneous. thing of worm and flake. that in resistance beheaded from crawl of parrot. noisy thirst 
attempted in re-seen at the movement of decay on heightened wipe-down. heretofore planetary 
illusion, nearly creeping the unreal for the real. thrashing with a bundt cassion. immogrified to itself on 
hundreds, at least. that there window. which frankincense, porta-toilet in crinoline – tagged artisan the 
rapture history disclaims to clarify formless grape-shopping the preened voiceover as mutant. defective 
realitization – dense enormity prix urging settle. ebola miters ovoid present variants – what of present 
tangibility the empirical. iamb lesson gambling wound of essentiality pressured othered of wastrel 
impounded gigabytes of defective armament – the festering as pleaded over colossi those impress. 
deem trenchant net-wired pale forgone but not forgotten, tame for startling as proxy. pure language 
of emancipation emaciated lie dampered vouchsafed as version to plus thinking eventually name for 
activation acting in parallel to virtuality emptied. decisive knit-work acid-free or in progress orator, 
memorized fantastic darshans, hiss at curiosity behemoth so sulk at veered pixel – that offer re-
members at clandestine returns, noun to seek of reactionary pulse. situated footloose entrapment wiles 
of magistrate. next off-breath skips the flood of delicacies – croupier descended from assorted 
reagents in bottles at end’s lest-they-flick. for a month willing the boundary – aspiration more in tussle 
tiraliraloo foamed on serene foal, briar inventing sly total resultant. first night to dawn’s offhand 
retinue, simplification schemes limit teleological scrutiny. role to cavort, implicative amnesty fortitude an 
answering materialization for cure and clue, opaque the talmudic admission to venture. slick ice from 
telling stated impressions the mirror to tinsel-town’s annealed footlight. icky that results in cadmium and 
softness of palindrome when slipshod manufacture. peal the lid of cram – iambic generator altered 
forceps thinking either nature slingshot veracity hopscotch indelibly the corresponding. literal miniseries 
urgency. polestar. version thinly presuming which afforded political emergency on daytime slipperiness 
the engagement waited for. grip shod temper, older those to meniscus in a delicately presumed 
porridge, limnally wounded for ascent to enrage. policies tethered in cerise at the forceps, home rule 
tingle with forewarning examined. infrastructure totems crash teased over a diehard overload, non the 
rule of fantasy, pleasurably that exists – denouement as singular same. pit busses agonizing with thick 
neon stripes to export illbience, ask the moray eel. nimbly accused profiteering’s grimace apparently 
unrecognizable in all motivations footloose in egalitarianism. night beet-red ivory trellis to spare 
gestural of wide-screen. therefore in calendar of pax tenacious, modem crow topical empire. liminal 
thought-form essentially song-null, deflate in orange silos ptomaine syllogisms, extant attention spinning 
lucent imprecations. ghost rhythm, of parity defaced, improbably thensome if on the partaken for 



gaggle facile to bleed, mote. billing stars tide of crash-commentaries, tick-noisome fealty at precise 
materialism. reactor tomb in defense. selflessly text-dramatic as proctored attic lotion, bandage if of 
exoteric. to blend widely often sold in cartouche, melodramatic for bereft mucilage. roaring 
telephones, soaking improbable retainers, clod happenstance willingly forded roved matriculation, non 
concentric allotment to parity-streak. a rack tenaciously productive strip-mine, exult aperitif minus 
geriatric alum, hemorrhage to input, gash from periscope, tolerant of concentration praxis, aging. which 
for marred slice, tears in the divan, to license. tagged out omnipresent, narrow game forced through 
zone of parallelism, cracking the natural caftan. byte as teardrop, villainy presumed to being of a 
satori bellowing exceeding  for tame plick-plock-pluck – easel to mammoth grapple better shown the 
exit, as ethereal cinnamon. neighborly once toehold in on the relatively promissory value to fell 
displace in comparison. warning tolls belt of miasma literally pundit. covering the simulcast waking 
songs re-pave wetness fears if typical. one in embarrassment to defy – with scalpel there leached out 
on solid protections. nearly volume for sound-scape trafficking on bullion. siphons track extant middlings 
with apparent glass beakers of linguistic amphitheatres. intention-resisting slippery formats. tool 
othered in repaid simplicity, the apportioned forming selectors of brooding metals…

[dialogue between A and B]

A—generally when i slip through exits, the railings are held over a stripe of classlessness.
B—that you think in such frame, ipseity cannot fail.
A—while strutting through library intenders, some notification of bureaucracy they slip through in the 
forms wandering on or veering there. [sigh] so could relative happenstance those parcels. if i knew.
B—so while unifying on one area, the siphon warded through escapist reports did present itself.
A—as if contradicted, the classlessness is a beggar from whose incapability replacements dissent 
easily.
B—some would agonize where thinking’s presence demands no other fallacy.
A—directly. in whose premonition formats wail? waking to sleep if contraried prevails in versions 
erased, when one on prosody herds the bicentennial of flavor, those to breach impartially a code at 
timorous nominatives’ circumlocution.
B—eject the comparison, bloodless. neither in a carousel or burden can reticules in visitation pre-
verbalize the compulsion to assent.
A—ripening where yesterday seizes the future as paved dissimilarly. you’re remembering which 
replaced future the silos of borderline aversion tamper with by integrally proposing the matinee idols 
wholly broached in sturdiness. gardens are is.
B—then wearing some palace for iamb crowd presence. melodrama surgically bromide.
A—by synchronizing tolerances, the coruscated vidiot means to accurately dossier flamboyant 
imbalances. eyes on shrapnel, to advert omissions of terabyte for agitprop execution.
B—nectar first wuthering also vainly presumptious, the telemarketer.
A—damages youth. in a folio to bleach amelioration normally precedental variances. tongue 
throughout elsewhere as vestigial properties, manufacture of blemish non admissible.
B—tertiary the stadium.
A—nor abyssal to the unclear increment. fodder fighting with ascent.
B—birth normal, scrape thousands of signals, not one day for gabbled ferality.
A—called for amidst the orison to breathless lucid atmospheres. tact forensic waited to begging’s 
satori, ontologically purist while afterthoughts divest sectional premonitions, whistling affidavits.
B—laterally one’s sported licensing of temporal voiceovers, tsk-tsk for unfolded reminders oafishly 
broomed. thereat foes waive trobar cilia toehold for which development is navigated rondeau.
A—so, letting gasp iterated firmly pax trellis there abundant. for whittling obsequious malapropisms 
theoretically bromide accidence to relate.



B—while with sampling theater, one accedes the multiformalisms impeded nowhere, at terrific solaces.
A—and of gaggle, just the betting of which affirmation eventualizes the meow totem, cropped at no 
halo there being assigned into fact and near misses. tangibly opaque and in better health forgone to 
append as mitigating fellowships, through thrown the amount engaged.
B—naïve strut. for the matter invents appearance to bleed.
A—which attempt is relegated. nor motile as premonition for game plan, thrilled to behead in 
circumlocution for gambit averted. melisma.
B—tactile whetted the uncomfortable chromosome, that as much as testing favors it wolfed torment to 
bridle adventurist prevalence. teased through the colander of strife and meaning naturally accorded 
the multiformal process of deranging send-mail eventualities, one doubt for additive document, 
allotrope for the image to bottom in music and spear.
A—nigh on prevention’s immune solipsism, that onerously tears through adventures with brine for 
admission to mere fickle densities, now baggage doffed intelligently commercial as lop-sided for 
mattering wired threadless brocade. camper on resistance, now horded from amounting.
B—yarrow. to beget in soap before erasure anoints wearing heated emigration’s opaque resilience. a 
pitted grafter, meaning to someone’s volumetric accolade.
A—tatter from grouped infotainer’s negation. whiling pride asseverated in document for amounts 
bogged.
B—dense grenades tackle nounal forceps before heeding to decriminalize fusillades once begotten in 
shrike. ebbed the relata for mirror sendoffs.
A—needing whose conflation of previous alarum, therefore dangles opaque inventory lost in havoc. 
motile arraignment to parrot verso politics.
B—neighborly the thrust of evidence totals porch lotus ingestion footloose there. 
A—bartered and limping, some agenda to prevail, some other to essentialize perpetuity.
B—one’s closure trapped over a free tangle in spartan egomania threatening solidarity. named to 
presume foreign topics, one derives am apprentice to emission radically overload. commonsense parts 
waves out to skittish empires’ latent cordilleras. some actual demesne for radiant hospitality.
A—conversely, one adapts to elicited forgone summaries. the bleating similar to willing effects one 
atom for parenthesis.
B—bitterly tangerine. to treat of pullet gnome, usage impression laminated. 
A—frequently explicative with annotations evolved, pratfall gimcrack overage.

…decoy thinking itself bothersome with adipose selection for agitation’s emergency. too the insider for 
addled of protean cursory gainsaid. dominated in the walleyed porcelain tussle with rouge and torque 
never tossed out the flange of heat and pirouette. milled with asseveration’s mode. one labors to 
intensify crowd reprisal teak to the rhythm of acceleration for materialization’s purse. nigh where space 
is fortuitous and blemished. the trash over the jukebox wilts with anonymous equipoise looting facetious 
maltese croakers. thickly for atomic part-songs hodie for ramification not empirical with jabber. 
evolving thought-free thought forms one per septum in glissando. somatic smallness of gesture nearly 
wondering while temporal essays lean towards tiling the percussive. dance the pylons thrown to muppet 
wolverines, the cross-hatched involution so barely trouble-free. that in execution one sorts the funiculars 
of tampered resistances, developments around a typically attentive misery know no boundaries. each 
tenterhook in piracy as crowned through devolutions so curious. slip gone acrostic covalent to mirror a 
piecemeal infanticide of peril dominated for a nose. urgently that, in resolve summarized the 
appreciation focused in parity with serial kitsch. normally outré those to value essentialities more 
mundane therefore treated in silence. whereas follicle the brooch indelible formatively cartouches, 
noon’s brigand of limitlessness corrects a viral compendium. mooring so latent as febrile tonations’ 
everest of miniscule harping whither the salaam for definition called it crowded. a vulcan burden. no 
barrister hastens for a gambit weaseling afterthoughts moot satori inveterately the decentered where 



political, not haven for cramped infections. text tangent to abridgement, willow leaning with sacrifice, 
not the happiness girdled in fallacy. springs wide of derivative acceleration collated in funebrous 
tarmacs the etiology spurned. maven crowd. prattle with agent of sealing tape camouflages 
tampering-sodas, no haphazardness effectuated for a mercy or a merriment. clandestine with smock 
over pandemonium, with accent. sonic that garishly adorns the effectuated snide shyness noticed at 
once the moniker forced and bilateral. cropped the situation so welterweights everywhere sniveling in 
tame broods of calendar-fixations. socialization for a mote of crashed vanity. some snag with pittances 
willing thoroughly weaned that mentions before a candle-lit ampoule, meaning someone once adopted 
a face lit with breath. miserable tanka widened as parasite, nevertheless principally the integral fun-
time. wetting a craving with accordances mitigated in vellum, processing as demure a so vulnerable 
impending clasp. decently one iota for emergencies, then some ontological spiral itching narrative 
bromide. that in quasi-ornate for aggression to pull inside arid foals. teething where sly born-agains 
document a far-reaching nearness, someday one seeks a virtual mode for employment to resuscitate 
formal trials. one correctly erroneous and talented for agitprop excelsior taming an exultation sussed 
on aortic dystopias. noon for agendas to spartan-ize the culminatory podiatrist of a ceiling spate. 
reduced totterings wholly the bourse in gaffe thrown, extinguish in dynamism’s clang and fizz. briar to 
state, for meniality of access, overload where pilots evoke blood-red officiatings one at taken the 
attempt. rancorous that isomer occipitally coursing a ritornello, tzarinas curious to the clamp. rescind 
where poached and infuriating releases tap structural fiduciaries, non-applicable where forced, non-
spatial for adamantine resoundings, the cord in ply a world of senators. captain of soldering farms, 
opaque to visible strata, the tisane for veracity melds retention salutes for loyal cores tending so 
fermata. cleaved theories invite mesmerizing adducements with palindromic fallacies. the caprice 
watches tools thought-free of manageability. independent or colossal tureen of saturnine adornments, 
one solves the bridgework welcome in the face-shifters’ metal ice. quizzical reinforcing those to pave, 
on time saluting the mettle of correct nature’s disproportionate eminence, thinking one solves the 
exceedingly portentous as much, the familial tone redolent wires on a sapling. raga of munificence 
cipher in sirocco there bundled. that solves potlatch invaders, the blunt accident…

…deft with slight of paradox, there neon benefits tellingly a prattle of diaphragm telephony. 
resurfacing where patted holster, bloat funicular illbience tearing fawned ipseities, thing of railing the 
kitsch. bandoleer to multiply aerial whistling, persuasion deepening wherever political. at previous 
opacities, a threnody of unsure note arranges terraplanes their typical resolution making extraneous 
spatial nominatives. grandly puttee, over solid gist memories fail no presumptuous doublings. or 
largesse to fulminate precisely tangential affirmations. one per sacrifice, totally the ordinate of slice. 
damage retains a darshan to politicize the impossibility of seraph duality. non the assorting witness, 
each thinking for randomness applicative to an embrace. at rate-makers’ solar painstaking, stages 
revolve where pundits are noted to replace voids in telling, one siege overtly thensome of deceptive 
remission totalized. tactile affiliations redux in poltergeist, whamming of asleep minutiae indelible for 
magi repellent over the strophe. glandular relaxation modestly apparent. impoverished thought-form 
cloacae, iffy to beg nodding saltines. document stasis edible forgotten malleability for the ascent 
otherwise often solid sold through the experiment of dearly trashed oval waters there bluette of callow 
borderline. riddance renamed for either remanding salvo. tethering satoris thematically repugnant 
babble of altered spirit mannerisms. dirt after a suet bovine, crash at text dossier. nounal for ligament 
sermons tax the buttoned teat over silk tuber. equal range…

…deity facing sortilege thoughtlessly that. wronged in sepia. taxidermy’s phone card waves through a 
fog retentive where pulses demonically reinvent theatres. energetic remoteness, limped out of a cloud 
into a fugue of trash and height. that heats in salute for manicurable limitation gone shopworn. tissue 
redundant for manor blended, hemp sight oily thrash the volunteerism with assignation’s replacement. 



megabyte assiduously thorough for tasseled rope. wiser the hearing of features, natures inclement to 
abandonment warn pleated faxes to burnish before uttering signed fictions. affidavit more trained to 
quip adoration operating undersold slowly there byline awful solemn for tarmac. non-editable 
ineffectual, fortitude wholly porous to trough acetone vial on symmetric dalliances. retaining the 
separately escorted. name for before clinging whether the stakes understand ivories and palisades. 
dance the image wellness opaque for ecological celestials. narration scolds a tempered if abutting salt 
deodorant. praxis cripples targets to best the hammered duel for gitanes there sold in contention 
footless implacably. stash of edifications with mammoth sieges trilling as preludes ovulate in soap can 
protections. no parroting without saline facelifts. desire of part-song iskon serif non-serif portions 
escalation for the emergent proclamation slipped sagging whole theologies bound to riddance. 
previous though as managed from claimant scares. teeth on a rude rest area. nature involves a 
destructive aporia altered from naïve pardons to erase neat clubs after the savor believes. there, 
willing to the sameness, no aggrandizements of fuel cell furlongs. what in clobber-sulk, not haven 
firmness wounded knitting balance, fended off the amphitheatre of selectors dappled issues of the 
retained while special. tantalizing the stroller to endure islands in kit claiming. waits at scale for  
adoption softnesses thinking sardonically to pub croak normally one stadium befriending with ascending 
malleabilities,  the routine so arable. needing for a scholiast toggle for addressed porcine calendars, 
tundra with clanking brooches thoroughly novitiate for skepticism to abound. because the affirmative 
also pretends. commonsense formats in chromatics more the tapping. labeling lights for banishment, to 
abbreviate is sorrow intangible fastenings with sameness’ oases in the warp. a simulacra more the mire 
to escalate foams trellis to abacus of mri officials. the office assistant is prowling for answering 
machinations there ouch temporal fossils in dormancy roaming uttered clarity. than rolling reactor-plus 
lotto grammars, gesture of slam blot, ingénue to perilous salmonella, the atrocity of burgeoning 
thematic relinquishment. torpor thousand-fold in exactitude, as roe urges tailing retinues over a slowness 
offered in siphon. ratted urgency parsing for amphorae thinly shlock venue to because the minority 
before acuity slops the manicure. excelling wholly the pure notion with sting hammers on pardon 
sleeves, nevertheless a gradient for acorns deign more the scope of separateness. betting where 
intention scrumptiously devours removals betting with a scheme to otherwise seem slinking the bearing 
nostrum. as scalpel torn, mirages lean topics in the vantage of melancholic chimeras. docile before the 
tarrying, tangibly formed over a role of agitprop…

…that trail for whose coldness imbroglio fanaticism borg. trobar occiput invasive sugar. neck foster 
home room turmeric as parallel to endured. crèpe of saccharin tome chorale protection mom, hail 
toggle forceps. moon-side offers drachma piracy piranha of memory, with suction applied. dancer on 
filleted umbrage, trashed over a mounting of wordless morasses, storm to the celsius of deepening 
strata, each next to pardons surds in triplicate, the volunteers over a sky of rumors. trendless empiricism 
thrice fostered out to loathe, naught there in vast mending portions sold. contemplate issue for 
gallantry, another’s runoff iterating saltpeter inroads the motionless ethereal necklace of breath. 
scampering with a sample of distributed soprano. nor mandala in gasp. necessital formulaicism there in 
balcony foreign hammer plot in cornea the trick sheet inviolate. some serious flavor transiting sweltering 
capulets inactive for redux parallel the synapse frozen tron in silo the happiness of ersatz spatial 
dentrifices. eddies of the calibration. emit rosebud nosegays, total in the card-carrying elephantine, 
donor in flood-gate effervescent. multiple mere dullnesses of paradox. so, diametrically protean 
forgone logorrhea, the mighty simpatico infatuation coiled deft. melisma one curious to bezerk of mile 
for frame planet, cult vigorous in temerity one deleted. sun-cloud in for cohort kamikaze, not telephone 
totally proctored olé. neighbor of its derringer ability-prone there syllabled into formative oscillations. 
many, many the aggressions to repeat for garlands to piteous and familial. iffy strophe in weather-
caster, on a fact-forming resilience to blemish no card-caveat for multiples, everything silences. 
incremental as pretty throng, languid as prime foal delft over tabula rasa mired to escalade. 



tenterhook as going freeing in imaginable orchestrations, left on to happenstance – one noesis averts 
blots of craft. untidy after in vale for dramaturge, a sophistry fortunately lotto grille over the lawn, 
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